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Target Prices Raised based on $1,400/oz Gold
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Gold’s primary driver for the first half of 2016, negative interest rates, has been
joined by another, Brexit. Britain’s vote to leave the European market splinters the
European market and could lead to the departure of other nations and potentially the
collapse of the Euro. Such an event would prove the value of continued Gold holdings by Germany, France and Italy. Each hold 65% or more of their foreign reserves in Gold and this could credibly back the return of the Mark, Franc and Lira.
All this economic malaise means Gold will continue higher for at least the next 6
months through the end of 2016, and perhaps much longer. Accordingly, we raise
the Gold price we use to calculate target prices for the GSA Top 10 to $1,400/oz.
This joins the $20/oz used for GSA-Silver Fave 5.
GSA is unique among newsletters as we set target prices for the Top 10, and show
how they are calculated based on a Gold price and future production in the company’s mine development pipeline. Our past targets were based on $1,250 Gold and
are shown below. For the new price targets, we have simply substituted $1,400 into
the company’s target price formula found in its reports, and recalculated.
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